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About Company
Global Ocean Group, is one of the pioneers in the logistics
industry. Engaged in door delivery solutions in all modes of
transport from international freight to local transportation
facility including Custom clearance, we do it all. Custom
clearance division established in the year 1994 with an
objective of providing value added services grew up slowly and
steadily. With need of the hour the freight division, transport
and warehousing were later started thus to ensure single step
solution to the customers. 

Registered with IATA, WCA & MTO, we aim to reach around the
world. Based in India we have agents round the globe though
which we service our esteemed clients. We have an entire team
of knowledgeable personals who have experience of more than
a decade in this field. Whether it be FCL or LCL – Air or Sea our
team knows its job and delivers to the customers satisfaction. 

The focus of our company is on developing a speedy and
reliable service on the strength of high quality standards. Our
concentrated efforts in pursuit of excellence have earned us a
stable and loyal client base. Client orientation and technical
adaptations has result that we provide best services at very
competitive rate.

we make
shipping big

stuff looks easy
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Our Services

Customs Clearance

Ocean Freight

Transportation

Air Freight

Projects

Warehousing



Customs Clearance 
We at Global Ocean have a team of highly experienced
people who are well versed with custom rules and
regulations who carry out various business transactions
regularly. Global Ocean provides a complete assistance
to our clients in preparing the various types of custom
documents. Our custom clearance service is highly
trusted for the reliable service it renders to the needful
clients making us the top custom clearance broker.
Though the process of clearance varies from country to
country, we being in India or outside India have
association with most reliable agents who take care of
all the custom clearance process in their respective
country and support our clients
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We specialize in sea shipping of FCL, LCL, Sea Freight
Services, deck cargo and project movements, both
import and export to all areas of the far east . We
ensure goods in cargo reaches the destination safely
with respect to when dispatched. We also support our
networks to arrange custom clearance process
smoothly and help in door delivery. Our representatives
are available 24 X 7 on ports to keep a constant track to
your shipment process and keep you updated for the
same on regular intervals. We provide technical
assistance and supervision in order to guarantee safe
delivery of the cargo. We at Global Ocean Logistics have
target oriented staff and is committed to serve best
operational and customer service. We constantly strive
hard to provide innovative and top quality logistics
services to all our clients. We provide you with FCL and
LCL services

Ocean Freight
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Air Freight
Air freight- Global Ocean Logistics has tie up with top
airlines, providing global coverage to meet your
shipment deadlines. We are here to serve you
worldwide along with our prime focus to deliver in far
east and middle east countries. With a very competitive
air freight services we support you with door to airport
pricing facility. We have a well trained staff to handle
delivery of goods efficiently. 
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Transportation
One of the major challenge for a logistic company is
providing clients with good quality warehouse facility
system to stand out in a highly competitive market. We
provide clients with both personal and commercial
warehouse facility at reasonable cost along with pick
and drop of the goods safely. At Global Ocean we offer
our clients with loading and unloading of goods for
various modes of transport. We have huge and secured
warehouse to meet the storage needs for all types of
goods which are being received, checked before
dispatch and packed properly as per priority basis to
cater our services from time to time. Our highly
dedicated team and chain of network for warehousing
helps in protecting and maintaining the quality of your
goods and looks well in distribution process that
enables you to meet your deadlines and deliver your
goods safely on time.
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Warehousing
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The process is complex and expensive, and it’s not
something you want to mess up. You could opt for a
local freight forwarding service, or get in touch with an
international shipping giant. But, these provide limited
flexibility and responsiveness, and operating costs can
be high. Why not take advantage of freight forwarding
services that give you the best of both worlds? Our
flexible and cost-effective options allow you to manage
your own shipments without sacrificing access to
international expertise or local market knowledge. Our
long-term service contracts with maritime lines and
international airlines, combined with our vast global
network of offices and door-to-door services under one
roof makes us competitive, reliable and contributes to
overall customer satisfaction. Here at The Global Ocean
Group our goal is to make international cargo delivery
as easy as possible for you and your business. With over
30 years of experience in the industry, we’ve got what it
takes to get the job done right.

Projects
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The Global Ocean Group strives to
become the industry's premier logistics

solution provider by delivering
innovative and cost-effective solutions

to clients worldwide. We pledge to offer
quality services with a perfect blend of
planning and execution under detailed

observation by our professional
expertise.

Mission

To provide optimum logistics
of solutions and redefining

customer satisfaction
efficiently at reasonable rates

compared to market rates.

Vision
Transparency in processes

Commitment to be ethical and
focus towards periodic training.

Commitment to strive relentlessly,
to constantly improve ourselves,
our teams and our services so as

to become the best.
Innovation & integration and to

upgrade ourselves with new
technology from time to time

Organizational spirit and positive
attitude of our employees.

While customer satisfaction is the
main focus, Global Ocean Group has
devised the following value systems

for the organization:

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Values
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Managing Director CEO President

Executive DirectorCFO / Sr. Vice President Regional manager

Meet Our Team





Thank you


